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A parent troubled over a child or a
youth, could do no better than to utilize the
definite help that
:
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COERCIVE

Opposed To

Grade Teachers Wi&eut

Soviet Basis Doubtless Will
Prevail Although Other

Normal Certificate.

affords as a strengthening and nourishing factor.
A very little of Scott's every day, during a time

LEAGUE DEFENDS ON

Factions Are Strong.

f

Whether or not graduates of univer
sities and colleges from any part of the
Imted States should be permitted to
come to Oregon and teach in the traded
schools was discussed for an hour this
morning by the House and it was fin
ally decided that they should not.
As the law now stauds a graduate of
any recognized college or University
in any part of the country may come
to uregon ana on presentation of their
diploma,
be issued a certificate to
teach in a high school.
And after teaching successfully for
six months, upon application to the
county superintendent and upon hia
recommendation, the teacher without an
examination, is to bo given a five years
certificate to teach in the high schools.
And af.er 30 mouths of teaching, to
be given a lite certificate io teach in

of stress, furnishes elements of nourishment essential
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By J. W. T. Mason
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intellectuals.
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Had His Little War.
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since the Russian revoconflict
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lution began, but they have all made
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Number of Bills Passed.
S. B. G By Xorblad Relating to morial Xo. 4, by Dodd, which urges tho
amoving every particle of dust, dirt, ens may be had in the market for 80 come to Oregon and teach without any When that is done tho foundations of
a new freedom will have been created,
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